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for Scaled Agile & SAFe

Digital transformation, innovation
and disruptive technology forces
organizations to become more agile
– to respond faster to customer
expectations, volatile market
conditions, and emerging technologies.

For many of Antura’s customers
this requires agility at scale. Antura
Projects is a complete PPM tool
supporting different methodologies,
from lean and agile at scale to
waterfall and hybrid delivery.

The most recognized framework available to help organizations implement
agile at scale is SAFe. Other frameworks are LeSS and DAD (Disciplined
Agile Delivery). These frameworks provide guidance towards best practice
in scaling agile delivery. However, each organization has their own set of
challenges, so it is important to approach agile at scale in a way that allows
the organization to adapt to its specific needs.
Scaled agile practices are designed to help organizations navigate complexity
in as lean a way as possible. Agile at scale requires continuous planning and
portfolio management to maximize customer value from investments.

Portfolio and program
level
Antura Projects enables your organization’s
alignment around strategic themes and
supports agile delivery at scale. Whether your
portfolio consists of products, agile delivery
teams, value streams or projects, Antura
Projects allows you to track your organization’s
progress towards strategic outcomes.
As you prepare for the next program
increment, Antura Projects allows you to
manage your idea backlog and prioritize
increment features, ideas and other initiatives.
As you do this, you align these program
increments to your strategic themes to ensure
optimal value delivery.
Using the budgeting, forecasting and
simulation functionality, Antura Projects
helps you find the optimal lean budget for
your value streams. As you track enterprise
wide benefits from your agile value streams,
Antura Projects offers automatic roll-up to the
portfolio level.

Team level
We understand that teams need to work in a highly integrated,
dev-ops enabled eco system of tools that allow them to focus
on day-to-day planning and CI/CD delivery. That is why we
have integrated with Jira to automatically extract necessary
tracking data into Antura Projects to enable seamless portfolio
governance without unnecessary delay in the delivery process.
We support teams with resource planning, time sheets and
simulation of resource workload. We also offer Kanban boards,
which are a great way for individual teams to visualize the flow
of work and keep track of work in progress.

What can Antura do for you?
For 20 years Antura Projects has been an instrumental part of many organizations’ success in providing value to
their customers. New functions are constantly added to support new ways of working. We asked Peter Bergevald,
Consulting Director at Antura, to talk about how some of Antura’s customers use Antura Projects to support their
agile and lean organizations.

“Often our customers have one or many agile teams, i.e. software
development. Still these organizations have the strong need for portfolio
management, follow-up, visualize prioritizations and report status in a more
traditional way. Many organizations are hybrids methodology wise.”

“A large part of the Antura
customer base works agile, partly
or fully. Antura professional service
organization has in multiple cases
supported our customer to embed
agile methodologies into Antura
Projects.

support their agile work. Still these
organizations have the strong need
for portfolio management, followup, visualize prioritizations and
report status in a more traditional
way. Many organizations are hybrids
methodology wise.

Often our customers have one or
many agile teams, i.e. software
development. They work in sprints,
they work with backlogs, they work
with value streams. They might use
tools like Jira and Confluence to

With the strengths of the Kanban
board in Antura and the Jira plugin,
the agile teams can continue to
work according to the most efficient
methodology for them. At the same
time they can manage their overall

objects and portfolios and make
sure the total outcome is optimized
to meet their organizations strategic
goals.”
Peter Bergevald,
Consulting Director, Antura Group
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